
 

Press Release 

SIGEP AT NEW YORK’S SUMMER FANCY FOOD SHOW   
Italian Exhibition Group's artisan gelato expo targets the American market 

 
 
Rimini, 25th June 2018 - An experiential stand where artisan gelato and Italian coffee will be first and 
foremost the absolute key players together with the sector’s companies and the top professionals, 
intercepting American buyers, distributors and importers with flavours and trends from Italy’s most 
renowned artisan tradition.  

This is the formula chosen by SIGEP Rimini, Italian Exhibition Group’s International Expo for Artisan Gelato, 
Confectionery and Bakery production and the Coffee sector at the Summer Fancy Food Show 2018 (Javits 
Center, New York, from 30th June to 2nd July). 
 
The USA represents a priority market for the expansion of food service’s “sweet” product chain. Fancy Food 
is the main expo in North America dedicated to the most innovative specialty foods from all over the world. 
Consequently, SIGEP has included Summer Fancy Food in the promotional schedule of its 40th anniversary (at 
Rimini Expo Centre from January 19th to 23rd 2019 when the USA will return as a key player with a large 
delegation of highly profiled buyers, thanks to the strategic collaboration with ITA - Italian Trade Agency).  
 
SIGEP will take part in Fancy Food Show in New York City with an inviting series of “gelato & coffee 
experiences”, tasting sessions of artisan gelato, espresso coffee and cappuccino combined with croissants, 
proposed by qualified master gelato makers and professional baristas.  

SIGEP will be key player on the inaugural day of 30th June (at 12:15 pm, in the conference room of the River 

Pavilion) with a seminar entitled “Market Trends for Artisan Gelato in the United States” by the illustration 

of the artisan gelato product chain, its origins, the current trend in the United States and of some product 

innovations which contribute to the production of what can be described as a true all-Italian “specialty food”. 

A product that has risen to be one of the emblems of Italian-made products, as is shown firstly by the success 

of the Gelato World Tour, and now the Gelato Festival, of which – in various cities in the United States – 

SIGEP was and is the protagonist.  

 

Highlighting artisan gelato at the Summer Fancy Food Show is possible thanks to the collaboration formed 

between Italian Exhibition Group (IEG), Italy’s first exhibition and convention provider and the Specialty Food 

Association (SFA), the leading association of food and beverage chain entrepreneurs, the organizer of the 

event. 

 

Top Italian companies at SIGEP booth (SIGEP Booth - River Pavilion, 4th Floor, Javits Center): the SIGEP’s 

“Italian taste” in New York is made possible thanks to the collaboration with some of the sector’s top Italian 

companies: Carpigiani (machinery for making gelato), IFI (refrigerated display cases and counters), Babbi, 

Pregel and Mec3 (gelato ingredients). On the other hand, the protagonists of the sensorial coffee experience 

on the SIGEP stand will be Hausbrandt, with its selected blends, La Spaziale, with its espresso machines and 

Forno d’Asolo, with the ideal pastry and croissant matches. 



   

 

FOCUS ON SIGEP 2019 

Dates: 19 - 23 January 2019; Organizers: Italian Exhibition Group SpA; edition: 40th SIGEP; frequency: annual; classification: 

international; admittance: trade members only; hours: 9:30 am – 6:00 pm, last day 9:30 am – 3:00 pm (3:00 – 5:00 pm only with 

online tickets); Italian exhibition director: Patrizia Cecchi; Group Brand manager: Flavia Morelli; brand managers: Gabriella de 

Girolamo and Giorgia Maioli; visitor  info: +39 0541 744111; Web site: www.sigep.it - #Sigep2019 
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